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A3017 Family papers of Vera Sassoon (nee Rosenberg)

1 Copy of a typescript memoir of Vera Sassoon to her son Jacques,
recalling her youth in Russia at the end of the nineteenth century

modern copy

2 Folder containing a typescript ̀ Notes retrouvees chez Alexandre de
Gunzburg’, in French

28 Jun 1948

3 Copy of a volume of typescript travel writings of Vera Sassoon:
“Panama  in Spain, 1953/1954" and “Panama in Paris, 1958, 
written in doggerel

1953-8

4 Copy of a volume of typescript travel writings of Vera Sassoon:
“Panama in London, 1959"m written in doggerel

1959

5 Volume of carbon copies of writings forming “Here and there with
Panama”: remembered and written down in 1966

1966

6 Five volumes of carbon copies of writings of David Sassoon
“Precious Stones”

7 Correspondence of Vera Sassoon relating to Hahn and Gunzburg
family history, including notes, latter, 1927, black and white
photograph of a gravestone

1952-5

8 Large sepia photograph of Vera Rosenberg as a young child
dressed in a kimono and surrounded kneeling in front of Japanese
related objects, such as a screen, small cabinet and fan, with vases
of flowers, and with tea bowls in front of her

n.d. [1890s]

9-14 Six large photographs, taken in Kiev:
(9) Vera Rosenberg with perhaps her grandmother’s companion,
with cats in front of an estate building;
(10) Vera Rosenberg on her miniature four-wheeled carriage with
four horses;
(11) Vera Rosenberg and her “groom” [the son of a groom of the
household] on a miniature two-wheeled carriage with two ponies;
(12) G.J.Rosenberg driving a four-wheeled carriage pulled by five
horses, with two grooms in attendance riding on the back of the
carriage;
(13) a groom, with a small child standing in front of him, standing
holding the bridle of a dappled horse;
(14) Five grooms posed in front of a four-wheeled carriage

15-29 Thirteen photographs featuring Vera Rosenberg:
(15-22) eight studio portraits of Vera Rosenberg as a young girl, all
taken in Kiev;
(23) studio photograph of Gabriel Jacques Rosenberg and his
daughter Vera, Kiev, .c.1888;
(24-9) six  photographs: (24) a group photograph, 1907; (25-6) two
of Vera and her father, in Rome,1912 and in St. Moritz, 1917; (27-
8) Vera boating in San Cristoforo, 1914 and sitting on a swing in
a Swiss village near Lausanne; (29) Vera with her aunt Louise in
Lausanne, 1911; (29A) Vera with Gunzburg cousins, 1902

30-43 Photographs of Gabriel Jacques Rosenberg, including:
(30) as a young boy in military uniform and posed with a rifle;
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(31-3) studio portraits, 1880 and 1882;
(34) studio portrait, Kiev;
(35-6) studio portraits, one in top hat, the other in Eastern costume,
St Petersburgh, 1892;
(41) Rosenberg with Sacha, the son of Horace Gunzburg in Kiev
for the funeral of Eleone Rosenberg;
(42-3) two photographs from 1926

44-5 Two studio photographs of Maria Rosenberg, nee Brodsky, first
wife of Gabriel Jacques Rosenberg, Kiev

46 Tiny photograph of Gabriel Jacques Rosenberg and his second
wife Wilhelmina Hahn

47-53 Seven studio portraits of Wilhelmina Hahn, as a child and a young
woman

54-80 Gunzburg family photographs, including studio portraits, copies of
portraits:
(54) Gabriel Joseph Gunzburg, grandfather of Gabriel Joseph
Rosenberg;
(55) Joseph `Ossip’ Gunzburg, son of Gabriel Joseph Gunzburg;
(56-7) two photographs of Eleone Rosenberg, nee Gunzburg,
daughter of Gabriel Joseph Gunzburg
(58) Hessel Rosenberg, husband of Eleone Gunzburg;
(59-61) Horace Gunzburg, son of Joseph `Ossip’;
(62-5) Anna Gunzburg, nee Rosenberg, wife of Horace;
(66) Mathilde Gunzburg [later von Gutmann] and her father
Horace, 1907;
(67) Anna Gunzburg, youngest child of Horace;
(68) Gabriel Gunzburg, eldest son of Horace in Shanghai;
(69-70) two photographs of Louise Aschkenasy daughter of Eleone
Gunzburg and Hessel Rosenberg;
(71) Sigfrid and Gabrial Aschkenazy sons of Louise and Eugene
Aschkenasy
(72-4) three photographs of Sophie (Sonia) Gunzburg, nee
Aschenasy, wife of Alfred Gunzburg, two with her daughter Anne;
(75) group at Olga Bauer’s wedding, with Sophie (Sonia)
Gunzburg on the extreme left;
(76) Alfred Gunzburg, 1896;
(77) four daughters of Uzi Gunzburg with an older man [identified
as Jacques Rosenberg];
(78) “Missy and Nanny”: Anna Therese [Nanny] von Gutmann and
possibly her sister Margarethe at Ashley Park, 1907;
(79) Anna Therese Habig, nee von Gutmann, and her daughters
Anna and Maria;
(80) Studio portrait of two men seated, the one on the right being
Gabriel Gunzburg
(81) Mathilde Gunzburg, nee Gunzburg, daughter of Uri, wife of
David Gunzburg, son of Horace;
(82) Minna von Neuschotz, first wife of Marc Rosenberg, son of
Eleone Gunzburg and Hessel Rosenberg

83-94 Hahn and Myers family photographs, including studio
photographs, copies of photographs:
(83-4) original and copy of a studio photograph of Henriette Hahn
((1790-1874) mother of Adolf Hahn;
(85-6) original and copy of a studio photograph of Katherine
Myers (1802-74), nee Josef, wife of Lawrence Myers, mother of
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Mary Ann;
(87) Adolf Hahn (1823-99) and his wife Mary Ann (1830-93), nee
Myers;
(88-90) three portraits of Adolf Hahn;
(91-3) three portraits of the mother of Lawrence Myers;
(94) Adele Ashenazy, nee Hahn

95-6 Rosenberg family photographs:
(95) Nicholas Rosenberg as a baby;
(96) Mathilde Rosenberg and father [?]

97-170 Sassoon family photographs, including studio portraits, copies of
portraits, snaps, including:
(97) David ben Sassoon;
(98) Sassoon David Sassoon;
(99-101) Four photographs of Farha Sassoon, nee Reuben, wife of
S.D.Sassoon;
(103-4) Two copies of Farha Sassoon with a baby;
(105) Arthur Sassoon;
(106) Teddy and Freddy Sassoon as small boys
(107-8) Teddy and Freddy Sassoon in school uniform;
(109-10) Feddy Sassoon in military uniform;
(111-18) Eight photographs of Joseph Sassoon;
(119-21) Three photographs of Joseph Sassoon and Louise
Sassoon, nee Gunzburg;
(122-38) photographs of Louise Sassoon, including in Venezuelan
costume, dressed for the coronation of the Tsar of Russia, and
several at Ashley Park;
(139-44) Six photographs of Totts Sassoon, eldest son of Joseph;
(145) Totts and David Sassoon in top hats and tails;
(146-53) Eight photographs of David Sassoon, two in military
uniform, 1918;
(154) David Sassoon and Vera Rosenberg at Ashley Park;
(155) David and Mozelle Sassoon;
(156) Mozelle Sassoon;
(157) Louise Boyle, daughter of Reuben Sassoon;
(158-60) Three photographs of Gabriel Jacques Sassoon;
(161) Olga and Vera at Ashley Park;;
(162) Sassoon family group;
(163-4) Two photographs of children;
(165) 3/5 High Street, Kirkudbright, home of David and Vera
Sassoon;
(166–70) Ashley Park, Walton

171-88 Photographs of individuals, of a group of soldiers outside a
building in World War I uniform, of buildings; postcards

189 Family tree of the descendants of Gabriel Jacques Sassoon (1793-
1853)


